Re-opening of St Matthew’s in June 2020
A guide for parents

Drop off and Pick up
 There will be staggered drop off and pick up times to avoid a mass gathering of parents at key
times.
 These will be in intervals from 8:45am through to 9:45am and pick up times will be from 2:20pm
through to 3:20pm. We will finish at lunchtime on a Friday so that the school can have a deep clean
and provide PPA time for teachers.
 Keyworker children will enter through the normal gate, other year groups through the large gates
on the slope.
 We will make suitable arrangements with parents who may have siblings with different drop off and
pick up times.
 If the children of keyworkers can adopt the new staggered times, we would encourage that, but if
this is not the case we have arrangements in place to supervise them in their groups from 8:45am –
3:15pm

 Parents will need to arrive at the allotted time and use the
cones and markers set up for social distancing before your
child enters the school grounds. If you need to wait before
your allotted time, you must wait in the school car park,
which has plenty of space to stay socially distanced.

 No parents are allowed on the school site and children will need to enter the school grounds
independently.

First Aid/PPE
 On entry the children will have their temperature checked. The first aider taking the temperature
will be wearing a mask and gloves.
 There will be a first aider on duty at all times. If the first aider needs to administer first aid to the
child they will wear PPE (glove, mask, apron).
 If your child feels unwell, they should not attend school.
 If a child or adult displays coronavirus symptoms, they will be isolated and the group they are in will
be informed.
 Masks and visors are available for adults to use if they need to get close to a child.
 The Government advice states that masks do not need to be worn in schools or by those who
would find them difficult to wear such as young children.

What do children need?
 Children can wear their own clothes.
 This is so clothes can be washed daily without worrying about following uniform rules, and because
we know that shops are not yet open to replace outgrown uniform.
 Shoes should be closed ie trainers/school shoes – no flip flops or sandals.
 Shoulders must be covered – no strappy tops.
 They should have a hat with them and wear suncream as we would like to utilise outdoor space.

Lunches
 Children must bring with them a packed lunch and a water bottle.
 The fountains have been turned off so it is very important that they bring water with them.
 Independent Catering will resume providing a lunch if there is enough demand. If so it will be a
packed lunch so that multiple groupings do not need to use the canteen.
 Lunches will be eaten in the classroom or outside.

Groupings
 Children will be put into small groups. You may have heard of the group size being 15. Some of our
classrooms are smaller than the recommended size for 15 pupils so it is more likely that your child
will be in a group of 10-12 children.
 The children will be put into groups by their teachers and these groups will have to stay once
decided.
 Each group will have 2 adults with them each day. This may not be your child’s class teacher but will
be a member of staff that they recognise from school.
 We will give each group a colour code
Red (Rec)

Blue (Rec)

Yellow (yr1)

Purple (yr6)

Green (yr6)

Orange (yr6)

Keyworkers (Pink)
Brown (yr6)

Hygiene
 Handwashing will take place at regular intervals throughout the day, especially when arriving and
leaving school, when going outside and before eating.






Each group will be given their toilet to use.
Anti-bac wipes and hand sanitiser are available
Each classroom will have a lidded bin for used tissues and paper towels.
A cleaner will be employed throughout the school day to wipe surfaces and keep toilet areas
clean.

Playtimes






Playtimes will be staggered and each group will have an area of the playground as their own.
Equipment such as the climbing frame will be out of bounds.
Children will need to social distance and teachers will help with games they can play.
They can bring in their own skipping rope/ diabolo etc to play with.
The field will be used for lunchtimes and some outdoor lessons. It will be zoned so we can have
more than one group at a time using it.

Classroom
 Each classroom has been set up with individual desks spaced out.
 Each child will have their own desk and keep their bag with them at their desk.
 Social Distancing – we will be teaching children the importance of social distancing. It is widely
recognised that the youngest children will not be able to conform to social distancing rules at
all times.

Resources
 Many resources will be put away
 On each desk, the children will have the resources they need for the day.
 Any resources needed for lessons such as multilink cubes will be cleaned and sterilized after
use.
 Resources will not be shared between children during the day.

One-way System
 There will be a one-way system around the
school.
 Children will be taught to walk around school
with their hands by their sides to avoid touching
surfaces.

Curriculum
 Many parents will want to know about what they will be learning. It will look different to how it
was before.
 Books should not be handled, so teachers will not collect in books and mark work. Verbal
feedback will be given.
 The emphasis will be on a recovery curriculum. We have all been through a very unusual
experience and children need time to process this.
 Children will be taught about the changes in school, hygiene practices and well-being.
 Daily PE activities will take place but children will not need to bring in PE kits.

Remote Learning
 Many parents are worried about remote learning.
 With teachers back in school teaching, some remote learning will be scaled back.
 Teachers will still post on dojo and put plans on the website but interaction throughout the day
will be harder.
 We will be directing parents towards using the online learning platforms such as BBC bitesize,
White Rose Maths, Twinkl and Oak academy, that will be continuing to put lessons online.

